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“Teton’s larger-than-life novel has a terri=ic premise, full of mystery,
humor, and Tesla-inspired gadgets that make the journey into space
colorful and exciting. The action scenes have creations of astonishing
scale and scope and are described vividly with mind-bending zeal.”
—Kirkus Reviews
Twenty-one-year-old twins in Northern California get derailed from their ambitious career
paths in art and science when their obsession with a mysterious elderly neighbor propels
them to the inside of the sun and beyond.
During a total solar eclipse, Marlie and Zeb Morell are whisked away on an exhilarating adventure
that takes them from their house in Sonoma County, California to the Antarctic, the moon, and
beyond. Their travel companion? A reclusive neighbor they know only as Geezer: an inventor
inspired by the work of Nikola Tesla whose creations take them into the interplanetary realm. The
twins, one a young scientist who idolizes Einstein and the other a graphic novelist, =ind themselves
on a journey through the Milky Way. Author John Teton weaves in a narrative that surrounds the
human characters with intelligent avian counterparts: Arc, the tern, Mock, the mockingbird, and a
=lock of aurorabirds that defy the laws of physics and gravity. Putting a literary spin on speculative
=iction, The Book of Geezer is a rollicking, dramatic whirl through interstellar space.
The Book of Geezer is being published as a paperback, e-book, and limited hardcover edition by
Oakland-based Scarlet Tanager Books, which is headed up by poet and author Lucille Lang Day. The
paperback is available from Small Press Distribution, online at Amazon, and can be ordered through
any bookstore. The limited hardcover edition will be sold by Earthlight Pictures.
John Teton was born in Chicago and earned degrees from Harvard and
the San Francisco Art Institute. He has directed the international =ilm
festival award-winning short =ilms Thunder Head Clearing and B’raesheet
and produced the cosmology =ilm program Visions at T Minus Zero. In
addition to The Book of Geezer, his =iction includes Appearing Live at The
Final Test, Upsurge, and ELEVATION: The Cave Logs of New Hale, Tibet. He
is the founding director of the International Food Security Treaty
Association, which arose from notes for Upsurge. On behalf of the IFST, he
has made many public appearances at universities and U.S. congressional
brie=ings, and he was featured as a non-government presenter in
conjunction with the annual plenary session of the United Nations
Committee on World Food Security in Rome. He has written numerous
articles, including “On the Origin of a Hunger-Free Species,” published in
the Harvard International Review, and “The Armless Hand,” in the Yale Journal of International
Affairs. He and his wife, Jennifer, are the parents of three and live in Oregon.
Praise for The Book of Geezer
"With the originality of [Teton’s] imagination and the wit and appeal of his prose, readers should
enter The Book of Geezer ready for a grand roller-coasting delight!"
— Gurney Norman, Professor of English, University of Kentucky, author of Divine Right’s Trip,
Kinfolks, and Allegiance
“Join a pair of precocious twins on a brilliant, daring, jesting romp among planets and galaxies in the
company of a powerful, cantankerous codger.”
— John Newmeyer, PhD, author of Mother of All Gateway Drugs
“Fasten your seatbelts and prepare to launch! The Book of Geezer grabs you immediately. The
characters will draw you in with humor and warmth, while the plot builds excitement and
imagination with every turn of the page.”
— Kate Dulin, Clackamas County (Oregon) Libraries Staff
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